RMF-1 Magnet-Floating Insulator
Perfect air floating by magnet repulsion power
By eliminating the influence of vibration, your audio system will reproduce the sound of super high S/N
with large three-dimensional sound stage which you have never experienced.

As the phase

characteristics also become very accurate, a sound localization is drastically improved and a vocalist
sound image will stand out super three-dimensionally.

Perfectly remove a peculiarity of the insulator itself
A most important thing of insulators and audio boards is the material of a connecting surface to the
equipment.
Even the insulator is magnetic-floated, if a characteristic of the material contacting to the equipment
affect to the sound, it is spoiled. If the material contacting to the equipment has the strong character, it
affects to the
Tone, texture and frequency balance.
The reason why it is said that floating type insulators/boards reduce the bass is mainly due to the
material to contact to the equipment.
In RMF-1, we succeeded to perfectly eliminate the characteristic of the insulator itself by anti-vibration
structure with the variety metallic combination (Duralumin + Brass), and further more a natural quartz
and a special damping material are combined. In result, a flat frequency range is extended to the lowest
level, and the sound is natural and smooth with moisture and texture.

Absorb and eliminate vibration generated from equipment as well
RMF-1 does not isolate only from outer vibration but also eliminate vibration generated by equipment
itself by a combination of several materials, i.e. vibration caused by the mechanism of CD/BD player and
a large transformer in amplifier, etc.

By increasing the number, RMF-1 supports also a heavy weight and unbalanced
equipment.
RMF-1 is sold piece by piece in order to increase the number according to used equipment.
As a maximum load capacity per piece is 7 kg, a maximum load with 3 pieces is 21kg and 28kg with 4
pieces, and you can further increase the number for an equipment over 28kg
When using RMF-1 for an equipment with unbalanced weight, you can increase the number for a heaver
weight position to keep the balance.

